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Abstract The widespread conditions of obsolescence and risk emerging in many
parts of our country pose new questions to the territorial project and entail a review
of its operational tools. In this sense, even demolition can acquire a new meaning,
soliciting a technical and cultural reflection that has repercussions on future of the
contemporary territory.
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1 Introduction: Decline and Risk

The following notes will argue that the territorial project can usefully reconsider
demolition as its operational tool and that, more generally, the notion itself of demo-
lition must be reconceptualised. The assumption is that the current conditions of our
country push us to consider in new ways potential removal actions of built heritage,
giving them a broad spectrum of meanings and recovering the complexity of a term
too often used in reductive ways (Terranova 1997; Criconia 1998; Nigrelli 2005;
Merlini 2008, 2019).

Twomain aspects canbe calleduponas a referencebackground, in relation also to a
substantial convergence of representations provided by the latest urban and territorial
studies (Calafati 2014; Munarin and Velo 2016; Fabian and Munarin 2017; De Rossi
2018).

First of all, the issue of decline, which is today, linked in a new way to surplus
built space. In some parts of the country, housing stock is in excess compared to
the people’s request, with the resultant occurrence of underutilization and abandon-
ment phenomena. In particular, a new phenomenology arises in which the peculiar
entanglement between economic crisis and demographic contraction broadens the
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set of impoverishing objects. To the traditional emptying of large urban 47 equip-
ment and to the 20th-century production dismantling, territorial situations are added
characterized by the obsolescence of smaller and dispersed buildings (Lanzani 2015).

What we are thus called upon to face is therefore not only a quantitatively signifi-
cant phenomenon, linked to the growing disproportion between the space availability
and concretely actionable demand, which is of course connected to the drastic reduc-
tion in public and private resources. It is precisely the specific nature of the artefacts
affected by underutilisation and/or abandonment that must be highlighted. More and
more we are dealing with ordinary and anonymous buildings, essentially devoid both
of value, and of those elements of suggestion that had sometimes the big factories
protagonists of the first phases of urban dismantling.

There are several examples: the condominium incorporated inmany urban centres
after World War II; the prefabricated industrial building on the edge of production
areas or along roads that no longer ensure adequate levels of services and appropri-
ate accessibility; the family home in città diffusa settlement in which the system of
expectations and preferences has drastically changed with the generational change;
the second home in tourist areas made less attractive by climate change or by conges-
tion; the shopping centre alongmarket streets that are no longer sufficiently dynamic,
and so on. Buildings that in the phase of the country’s intense growth that is now
behind us have incorporated significant economic and symbolic investments and
now suffering from the crisis. These are artefacts that are poor in terms of architec-
tural and construction quality, poorly placed on the territory, without recognizable
surroundings or a proximity space; in effect the result of urban policies that is not
very context-conscious and of construction processes often conducted in economics.
Aged prematurely, they often witness a drastic reduction in the property value, that
makes their fate very uncertain.

Secondly, it is now evident that large portions of our country disclose increas-
ingly dramatic risk conditions (Fabian and Munarin 2017). It is a territorial fragility
expressed in a variety of ways: hydrogeological instability, deficient maintenance
and static uncertainty of buildings and infrastructures, seismic risk, construction
sites never completed, and air and soil pollution. Recent reports on the state of the
territory measure some of the effects of the long cycle of urbanisation, investigating
the relationships with the broader dynamics of climate and demographic change.
What emerges, beyond the obvious territorial differences, is an increasingly more
fragile country where the very elements that over the long-term have built it main
structure, such as hydrographical and infrastructural networks, fall into a crisis.

Faced with these issues—abandoned building stock and risk—the question is
whether generalized actions of securing the country and urban regeneration are really
viable, or whether there we should not rather consider that this may not always be
possible. There are plentiful reasons: the growing uncertainty of real estate transac-
tions based on replacement building, the difficult management of reuse and recycling
processes, often unsustainable in terms of economic investments, seemingly shape
up a rather uncertain situation (Micelli 2014).

The complexity of the current conditions pushes us, in other words, to advance
different working hypotheses, which consciously take note of territorial situations
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that are not always recoverable, which must therefore eventually be removed or
accompanied in a process of decline. Not everything can be saved, reused, enhanced
from a recycling perspective (Corbellini and Marini 2016). And this of course raises
considerable problems in a cultural context marked by the centrality of memory and
by the symmetrical distrust about future (Andriani 2010; Bauman 2017). There is an
entire research field that should probably be reformulated, and in which, even demo-
lition can regain an important planning role. And this of course involves technical
questions as questions pertaining to the value assigned to the inherited assets and to
the possible redefinition of contemporary settlements.

2 Demolition, Between Failure and Promise

A demolition is a violent act: destruction is its constitutive and unavoidable part, and
so its ambition to be a conclusive action. But it is also an act of repair, a kind of
compensation and/or promise. In the recent history of urban transformation, at least
in our country, demolition has acquired, somewhat simplistically, a dual meaning. On
the one hand, it was considered an event, an anomaly reserved for a few exceptional
cases loaded with symbolic meaning; on the other, it was the slightly hidden face of a
more ordinary transformation process that has perhaps overestimated the qualitative
effects of building replacement interventions.

The first case includes those demolitions that take up a compensatory value, either
because they have the effect of correcting for the violation of a rule and damage
suffered, as occurs with the removal of illegal buildings in a valuable landscape
(Curci et al. 2017), or because they put an end to a recognized failure, as in the
case of some buildings that represent the problematic legacy of modernity. In the
second case, there are the demolitions describable as a precondition of a real estate
development process. The tabula rasa is considered here an opportunity, as can be
read in the debate on industrial dismantling (Russo 1998; Dansero et al. 2001), but
also in ordinary demolition action often guided by an economistic logic or from the
safeguarding constraints. To make a tabula rasa to rebuild was, in other words, a
non-problematized process, both in relation to what was removed, and in relation
to the new building production, often architecturally modest, not very ecologically
virtuous and incapable of defining articulated and complex urban relationships.

Twoways of considering demolition oftenmade evenmore ambiguous by a further
simplification, which reduced the urban quality to the removal of the “ugly” with the
conviction that it was a necessary step in a process of modernization. Deviation from
the norm, removal of an aesthetic damage, recovery of a public asset, promise of an
urban development responding to new housing needs and capable of supporting the
construction industry: these were the main terms of a discourse on demolition that
oscillated between overexposure and indifference. Hence, the need for conceptual
and operational repositioning (Merlini 2019).
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3 Reorganization. Remove on One Side, Remit It
on the Other

Facing a demolition’s representation of this kind, the current territorial conditions
introduce inevitable elements of complexity and force us to reformulate the terms.
For the urban project, two perspectives emerge in particular.

On the one side, a partial and selective demolition, like what has been done in
recent public housing redevelopment projects, in which the residual value assigned
to the building and the recycling of the materials removed is accompanied by the
redefinition of urban relations (Infussi and Orsenigo 2008; Laboratorio città pubblica
2009; Di Palma 2011; Lepratto 2017). On the other side, an idea of demolition where
the building’s value is dematerialised and transferred elsewhere, becoming the tool
for a broader territorial reorganisation design.

This second aspect deserves to be more investigated by referring, for example, to
the role that demolition could play in the redevelopment of those parts of the città
diffusa that are facing a greater crisis today. The generally modest quality of these
territories, the loss of attractiveness, the social composition with increasing amounts
of elderly population, the high levels of pollution, and soil waterproofing, poses new
challenges to urban planning.

In particular, underutilisation phenomena emerge, often linked to a general redef-
inition of relations between living spaces and workplaces. This is attested, for exam-
ple, by the changing of the family house, which has had a big impact on the urbani-
sation processes between the 1960s and 1990s, both in the single-house format and
in hybridisations with working spaces. A space that is no longer able to intercept
the preferences and investments of the new generations, who sometimes see that
inheritance more as a burden than as an advantage (Merlini and Zanfi 2014). Or it
is attested—to give another example—by the production building in which add up
the obsolescence, the inefficient accessibility, the dearth of support services for the
company, the criticality of a landscape impact.

These buildings do not always show advanced degradation conditions, but never-
theless it is difficult to imagine them in a redevelopment perspective what restores
them to a new life cycle (Zanfi andCurci 2018). In such situations, a responsible judg-
ment is forced to be selective and also consider the possibility of demolition, because
of a number of factors that consider the scarcity of available economic resources,
while also promoting a territorial vision aimed at restoring security and urbanity
conditions. For the urban design, a reflection therefore opens up that primarily seeks
to recognize those situations in which it is possible to recover and transfer value,
through mechanisms of subtraction and addition of volumes. It is essentially a case
of promoting a reorganisation process based on identifying source areas and areas
of fall in volumes, made operational through volumetric transfer mechanisms, while
also evaluating the factors that ensure economic feasibility (Lanzani et al. 2014).

Demolition is in this case the tool of a territorial reorganisation that recognizes
a divergence of values. On the one hand, buildings that decline and that might have
a future only through the value generated by their volumetric rights; on the other,
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more dynamic situations where new volumes could be an opportunity for urban
consolidation. The task of urban planning would naturally be to identify and adjust
areas of departure and relapse of the volumes, responding not only to the need to
restrict the soil consumption bat, more generally, to issues relating to safety and
urbanity of settlements.

This territorial reorganization should have a dual requirement. First, it is a matter
of removing buildings that are in decline, abandoned or located in improper places,
which cause problems of insecurity, or involving unsustainable maintenance and
management costs. Demolition would be based on a very relevant technical topic—
what produces risk must be demolished—which reconfigures its terms. At the same
time, it would generate volumes to consolidate parts of the existing city, especially
where the settlements are less defined and where they could benefit from the intro-
duction of new volumes. In essence, a demolition and a densification that, through
specific intervention rules, can contribute to the necessary reflection on the urbanity
forms of contemporary territories.

But it’s not just about this. A further element emerges in this territorial reorga-
nization project. When a building in decline or an impermeable soil is removed, a
naturalization and remediation action (granted in fact by the presence, elsewhere, of
an improvement) should be combined (Girot 2005). The terms of the problem are:
more security, more urbanity, but also more nature.

The development of a procedural mechanism allowing volumetric transfers
should, in this sense, be part of a wider territorial vision, which could partially
redefine our very idea of nature. Some partial demolition could in fact collaborate in
defining a new landscape in the città diffusa contexts. A re-naturalization that takes
its distances from a restoration idea (unthinkable in a landscape that has drastically
changed the original agricultural use and hybridized its expressive codes), and can
also be activated through actions that, like the demolitions might be partial.

The removal of the most critical elements from an environmental viewpoint,
accompanied by low-cost interventions (for example, simple carry-over of land and
sowing), could trigger a reconfiguration process with significant landscape effects
and, at the same time, might change our imaginary. Partial removals, even small
and episodic, could give shape to parts of non-domesticated nature, offered to visual
perception but subtracted from use (Clément 2005).

4 Conclusions

What is synthetically exposed is a change of perspective that has unavoidable tech-
nical and cultural complexities opening up reflections in multiple directions. For
example, it becomes necessary to review the regulatory framework traceable to the
waste cycle (Rigamonti 1996), redefine the organization of the dismantling anddemo-
lition sites that could be temporarily shape up as storage depots, and more generally
rethink the concept of risk.
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This takes us back to a more general theme, which cannot of course be developed
here. The phenomena mentioned at the beginning urge a reflection on the possible
presence, in next future, of buildings destined to decline because no transformation
will be activated on them, and no economic resources will be available, not even
for their demolition. For them, perhaps only a scenario of permanent abandonment
opens up. This will have to be managed knowing that the possibility that they can
turn into ruin with a certain symbolic and testimonial value is limited, and that, more
likely, we will be forced to coexist with waste and rubble (Augé 2004; Broggini
2009; Lanzani and Curci 2018).
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